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1. Executive Summary 

This report provides resident perceptions of travel and transport options as experienced in the Whanganui 

District for the purposes of informing the development of Council’s active transport strategy. 

 

Results are taken from the responses of 160 residents who participated in an online survey, with the following 

key points providing a summary of resident responses:  

 

 “Shopping” (86%) received the greatest share of responses as places to travel, followed by “Recreational” 

(72%), and “Work” (71%).  

 39% of residents who live less than “5 minutes” to work tend to drive; 64% of residents who live between 

“5 to 10 minutes” to work tend to drive. 

 “Drive” is overrepresented as the main method of travel across all places to visit. 

 72% of respondents preferred their main method of travel.  

 78% of respondents said they own or have access to a “motor vehicle”, 67% a “cycle”, and 9% a “scooter”.  

 “Convenience” (18%), “Time” (18%) and “Other” (16%) rank in as the main reasons respondents do not 

travel via their preferred method.  

  “Safety on road” (72%) received the highest frequency of High importance responses, followed by 

“Arriving on time at my destination” (61%), ‘Your health” (53%), and “The environment/air quality” (37%).  

 63% of respondents said they could consider walking, cycling, public transport and ride sharing some of 

the time.  

 Top four reasons to use the car less were “Better cycle and walking facilities between your home and work 

(cycle paths and lanes)”(41%), “More people walking, cycling and bussing” (40%), “Better cycle and 

walking facilities at work (cycle parking, showers, storage and drying facilities)” (38%), and “Safer streets” 

(37%). 

 Most respondents do not travel via public transport (71%) with the highest travel frequency for the 

response “Yes-once or twice every 6 months” (10%).  

 Shown an image of current bus routes, respondents asked if they were aware of Whanganui’s bus routes. 

Of the respondents who responded, 55% said they were aware whilst 45% said they were not aware.  

 71% of respondents who said they were not aware of public transport routes had previously said they 

would consider options such as walking, cycling, public transport or ride sharing some of the time.  

 12% of respondents were likely or very likely to consider up taking bus travel 

 Observations of percentages indicate the average amount of days respondents usually do 30 minutes or 

more of moderate (or vigorous) intensity activity lies somewhere between 2-3 days, between the two 

response options “1-2 days” and “3-4 days”. 

 Observations of percentages indicate the average amount of amount of time respondents usually spend 

walking in a day is 30 minutes. 

 “Less than 5 minutes” (17%) had the highest frequency of responses for those that cycled, followed by “2 

hours or more” (10%), and “Between 30 and 60 minutes (6%)”. 

 73% of respondents positively responded to wanting to increase their physical activity levels 
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2. Project overview  

2.1 Background and objectives 
The goal of How we move around was to capture resident perceptions of travel and transport options as experienced 

in the Whanganui District to assist in the development and formulation of Council’s active transportation strategic 

direction.  

 

2.2 Methodology and Sample  
An electronic survey was administered via Council’s online community panel, Our District, Your Say, Council’s online 

community blog Viewpoint Whanganui, Council’s Facebook page, and displayed on the Whanganui Let’s Go website. 

The survey was made available between occurred between 31 August to 31 October, capturing a sample size of 160 

(n = 160). 

The survey instrument administered online only meant the results proceeding in this report incurred particular biases 

associated with this delivery method including self-selection, and supressing survey access from residents without 

means to access online functionality.  Consideration of the survey’s online placement incurs response bias associated 

with respondents who were more likely to be interested in local government activities and/or active transport in 

general.  

 

2.3 Margin of Error 
Margin of Error (MOE) is a statistic used to express the amount of random sampling error there is in a survey’s results. 

The MOE is particularly relevant when analysing a subset of the data as smaller sample sizes incur a greater MOE. The 

final sample size was n = 160 which gives an overall margin of error +/- 8% at the 95% confidence interval. This is, if 

the observed result on the total sample of 160 respondents was 50% (point of maximum margin of error), then there 

is a 95% probability that the true answer falls between 58% and 42%. 

 

2.4 Weighting 
Weighting is applied to the raw dataset affecting age groups for the sample to represent the surveyed population.  

 

2.5 Reporting 
Collated responses to questions are graphed with frequencies presented as percentages. Percentages are rounded 

meaning in some cases graphs will not add up to 100% in total. Respondent comments, where applicable, proceed 

graphed results. Where appropriate, demographic differences are presented.   
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3. Results 

3.1 Reasons for travel in an average week 

 

Figure 1: In an average week, for what reasons do you travel? (n=160) 

 “Shopping” (86%) received the greatest share of responses, followed by “Recreational” (72%), and “Work” 

(71%).  

 Females were more likely than males to take children to “school or day-care” (F-26%; M-16%) and 

“Transporting someone (other than school children)” (F-18%; M-13%). Males were more likely to respond 

“Personal business” (M-69%; F-53%) as a reason for travelling.  

 65+ year olds (97%) were more likely to respond “Shopping” whilst 15-24 year olds (56%) were least likely to 

provide this response; 25-44 year olds (93%) were more likely to respond “Work”, followed by 45-64 year olds 

(88%); 25-44 year olds (50%) were more likely to respond “Taking children to school or day-care”; 65+ year 

olds (81%) were more likely to respond “Recreational”, followed by 25-44 year olds (79%). 

 Respondents from Aramoho (42%) were least likely to respond “Recreational”.  
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3.2 Travel method to work vs time 

 

Figure 2: From where you live, how long does your whole journey usually take from when you walk out the door at home to when you arrive at 
work? (N=119)  

 39% of residents who live less than “5 minutes” to work tend to drive; 64% of residents who live between “5 

to 10 minutes” to work tend to drive. 

 Males were more likely to respond “Car: Between 5 and 10 minutes”, whereas females were likely to respond 

“Car: Between 10 and 15 minutes”. 

 45-64 year olds were more likely to respond “Walk: less than 5 minutes” to other ages groups and more likely 

to be over represented in Car category responses “Between 10 and 15 minutes”, and “Between 15 minutes 

and 30 minutes”. 
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3.3 Main modes of travel  

 

Figure 3: Thinking about all the different places you travel to and from in an average week, what are the main modes of travel you would use to 
get there and back? (N=137)1 

 “Drive” is overrepresented as the main method of travel across all places to visit. 

 “Recreational” (20%) has the highest share of “Cycle”, whereas “Going to school” (15%) has the highest share 

of “Walk or run”.  

 

 

                                                           
1 Question 3 captured secondary and spilt modes of travel. Respondent error was unable to be remedied during data cleaning 
resulting in the information not presented and intentionally omitted from this report.  
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3.4 Whether respondent’s main method is their preferred method. 

 

Figure 4: For each main form of transport, is this your preferred method? (N=138) 

 72% of respondents preferred their main method of travel as recorded in question 3.  

 24 respondents who responded “no” were asked to provide their preferred method of travel and is presented 

in Table 1 below.   

 No public transport available 

 I would bus more often if that option was 
available...but it involves walking 2 km first and 
the times don't always suit 

 Like to cycle, not always convenient 

 I'd prefer to cycle more 

 Walk or cycle  

 Would walk but live too far out of town. 

 Walking or Cycling  

 I would prefer using active transport. 

 I would prefer to bike, and do when it is possible, 
ie when goods are not needed to be carried 

 Cycle or walk 

 cycle 

 electric car 
 

 Cycling 

 I would prefer driving myself or even walking or 
cycling but i live out of town 

 Public transport 

 cycle 

 Prefer if all children walked to school.  

 Car 

 bike with baby in trailer 

 Cycling 

 It is the only option for where  I live. 

 Walk if fine, drive if wet 

 I'd like to ride my bike but drivers attitudes 
towards bikes is frightening 

 bus or walk 
 

Box 1: Preferred travel options for respondents who answered “no” to question 4 

 These responses illustrate respondents who do not prefer the main method provided in question 3 sought 

active forms of transport.  

 
 

79%

18%

Yes No
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3.5 Access to travel apparatus/ vehicle  

 

Figure 5: Do you own, or have access to any of the following? (N=134) 

 78% of respondents said they own or have access to a “Motor Vehicle”, 67% a “Cycle”, and 9% a “Scooter”.  

 The high ownership or access to a cycle could be attributed to the survey instrument’s administration via the 

Let’s Go website, frequented by cycling supporters, and the results should be taken as an indication.  
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3.6 Perceived barriers to preferred travel method 

 

Figure 6: Are there any barriers that stop you using your preferred method? (N=21) 

 “Convenience” (18%), “Time” (18%) and “Other” (16%) rank in as the main reasons respondents do not travel 

via their preferred method.  

 Box 2 captures “Other” responses. 

 

 Safety is barrier to cycling in some parts of Whanganui 

 distance 

 Apart from being lazy - which is a factor, it's difficult to walk to work because I have to drop my kids off at 
school first.  But mainly because I'm lazy :) 

 Texting drivers, no safe highway bike lanes 

 battery capacity and charging  

 Rural living 

 danger actual and perceived on open road 

 There is no public transport where I live. 

 The behaviour of motorists, Knee replacement 

 no bus service, busy main state highway no foot path 
 

Box 2: “Other” responses to question 6 
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3.7 Level of importance with issues relating to main methods of travel during an average week 

 

Figure 7: How important are the following issues in relation to your main methods of travel during an average week? (N=135) 

 “Safety on road” received (72%) the highest frequency of High importance, followed by “Arriving on time at 

my destination” (61%), “Your health” (53%), and “The environment/air quality” (37%).  

 “Good facilities to shower, change, freshen up and store equipment “(24%) received the highest frequencies 

of Not at all important followed by “The ability to get my exercise on my way to work” (21%).  
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3.8 Consideration of walking, cycling, public transport and ride sharing. 

 

Figure 8: Would you consider options such as walking, cycling, public transport or ride sharing some of the time? (N=135) 

 63% of respondents provided the responses “Yes” in considering walking, cycling, public transport and ride 

sharing some of the time.  
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3.9 Factor that encourage people to use the car less 

 

Figure 9: Below is a list of factors that encourage some people to use the car less.  Which of these would encourage you? (N=131) 

“Other” comments included public transport improvements, increased safety for cyclists, and effective signage. All 

comment can be found in Appendix 1. Of this report.    

 

 Responses with the highest frequency share included: “Better cycle and walking facilities between your home 

and work (cycle paths and lanes)” (41%), “More people walking, cycling and bussing” (40%), “Better cycle and 

walking facilities at work” (cycle parking, showers, storage and drying facilities) (38%), and “Safer streets” 

(37%). 

 Females were more likely than Males to respond “Safer streets” (F -41% M -29%), “Flexible working hours” (F 

- 26% M -13%), and “Being more confident on a bike” (F-25%;M-8%).  

 15-24 year olds were more likely to respond Safer streets (56%), “More people walking, cycling and bussing” 

(56%), Being better informed about cycling, walking and public transport” (44%), “Being better informed 

about issues associated with pollution” (44%), “Better cycle and walking facilities at work” (67%), “Better cycle 

and walking facilities between your home and work” (67%), and “Being more confident on a bike” (33%). 
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3.10 Public transport travel frequency 

 

Figure 10: Do you travel via public transport? (N=135) 

 Most respondents do not travel via public transport (71%) with the highest travel frequency for the response 

“Yes-once or twice every 6 months” (10%).  

 Those aged 25-44 years (14%) were more likely to travel via public transport “Yes - once or twice every 12 

months” than other age groups and also had the highest frequency of “No” responses at 82%, followed by 

45-64 year olds (76%).  

 15-24 year olds responses were spread across nearly all choices, with 11% travelling “Once or twice a week” 

via public transport. The average response for this age group travelling via public transport sits within the 

range of “Yes -  once or twice every 6 months” and “No”.   

 Respondents who identified as a “Child living with parent/siblings” responded “Yes - once or twice a week” 

(18%),“Yes - once or twice a month” (18%), and were less likely not to use public transport comparatively with 

54% responding “No”. 

 Castlecliff (Castlecliff North, Castlecliff South, Mosston) were more likely than other groups by location to 

travel “Yes - once or twice a week” (35%), and “Yes - up to five times or more a week” (26%). Hill Suburbs 

(Bastia Hill, Durie hill, St Johns Hill, Otamatea) (28%) respondents were more likely to travel using public 

transport “Yes -  once or twice every 6 months”; Whanganui Central (Laird Park, Putiki, Whanganui Central) 

and Springvale (Springvale West, Springvale East, Mosston) equally responded “Yes - once or twice every 12 

months” (19% respectively).  
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3.11 Public bus route awareness  

 

Figure 11: Viewing the image above, were you aware of Whanganui's bus routes? (N=132) 

 Shown an image of current bus routes, respondents asked if they were aware of Whanganui’s bus routes. Of 

the respondents who responded (n=132), 55% (n=73) said they were aware whilst 45% (n=59) said they were 

not aware.  

 71% of respondents who said they were not aware of public transport routes had previously said they would 

consider options such as walking, cycling, public transport or ride sharing some of the time.  

 65+ year olds (79%) and 15-24 year olds (56%) were more likely aware of Whanganui’s bus routes.  

 Live with adult kids (100%) Single parent with kids (100%), and Child living with parent/siblings (82%) were 
more likely aware of Whanganui’s bus routes. 

 Whanganui East (Williams Domain, Wembley Park, Kowai Park) (81%) and Marybank (Marybank- Gordon 
Park, Fordell- Kakatahi) (81/%) were more likely aware of Whanganui’s bus routes, whereas Springvale 
(Spingvale West, Springvale East, Mosston) (83%) were more likely not aware. 

 Respondents residing in Whanganui Central (Laird Park, Putiki, Whanganui Central) (Yes - 44%; No – 56%) and 
Hill Suburbs (Bastia Hill, Durie hill, St Johns Hill, Otamatea) (Yes - 47%; No – 54%) responses were more equally 
distributed in comparison.  

 

53%

43%

Yes No
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3.12 Perceptions of likelihood to travel by bus  

 

Figure 12: Viewing the image above and considering the distance from your home to the nearest bus route, how likely would you be to use a bus 
to travel? (N=134) 

 12% of respondents were “Likely” or “Very likely” to consider up taking bus travel.  

 45-64 year olds (64%) followed by 25-44 (57%) age groups provided the highest percentage of “Very unlikely” 

responses; 15-24 year olds were evaluated as more likely to use a bus to travel with 33% responding Very 

likely or Likely. 

 Females (16%) were slight more prone than Males (10%) to responding “Likely” or “Very likely” 

 Child living with parent/siblings (18%) were more likely to respond “Very Likely” 

 Respondents from Castlecliff (Castlecliff North, Castlecliff South, Mosston) (53%) were more inclined to 

respond “Very likely”; Springvale (Springvale West, Springvale East, Mosston) (27%) were more likely to 

respond “Likely”.  
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3.13 Average weekly frequency of 30 minutes of moderate intensity activity 

 

Figure 13: How many days per week would you usually do 30 minutes or more of moderate (or vigorous) intensity activity? (N=134) 

 Observations of percentages indicate the average amount of days respondents usually do 30 minutes or more 

of moderate (or vigorous) intensity activity lies somewhere between 2-3 days, between the two response 

options “1-2 days” and “3-4 days”.  

 15-24 year olds (44%) were more likely to respond “1-2 days”; 65+ year olds (40%) and 45-64 year olds (34%) 

were more likely to respond “5 or more days”; 25-44 year olds (26%) were more likely than other age groups 

to respond “Rarely or not at all”. 

 On average, 15-24 year olds tend to lie between “2-3 days” on average, whereas 65+ year olds centre around 

“3-4 days”. With the exception of 25-44 year olds that can be interpreted as an outlier, a general increase in 

age shows an average gain of moderate/intense physically activity.  

 Females (19%) were more likely than their Male (10%) counterparts to respond “Rarely or not at all”, but were 

equally represented at the other end of the scale with 35% of Females compared to 19% of Males responding 

“5 or more days”; 44% of Male respondents provided the response “3-4 days”. Male responses were more 

evenly spread compared to Female responses though the average for both genders somewhere between 2-3 

days on average.  
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3.14 Average time spent walking 

 

Figure 14: In an average day, how much time do you usually spend walking? (N=135) 

 Observations of percentages indicate the average amount of amount of time respondents usually spend 

walking in a day is 30 minutes. 

 25-44 year olds (44%) were more likely to walk “Between 30 and 60 (half to one hour)” each day. 15-24 year 

olds were represented “Between 15 minutes and 30 minutes:” and “Between 30 and 60 (half to one hour)” 

equally at 33%.  

 Females (19%) were more likely than Males (8%) to spend an average of 2 hours or more walking each day.  
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3.15 Average time spent cycling 

 

Figure 15: In an average week, how much time do you usually cycle? (N=136) 

 “Less than 5 minutes” (17%) had the highest frequency of responses for those that cycled, followed by “2 

hours or more” (10%), and “Between 30 and 60 minutes (6%)”. 

 Across all demographics, “I don’t cycle” received the highest share of responses. 15-24 year olds (68%) were 

more likely to provide this response.  

 15-24 and 25-44 year olds were more likely to cycle less than 5 minutes; 25-44 year olds (7%)were more likely 

to cycle “Between 10 and 15 minutes”; and 45-64 year olds were more likely to cycle “Between 1 and 2 hours” 

(6.8%) and “2 hours or more” (17%); 65+ year olds (11%) were more likely to cycle “Between 30 and 60 (half 

to one hour)”  

 Males tended to cycle slightly more than females across all categories bar “More than 60 minutes” (Females 

– 6%; Males – 2%). Females (59%) were more likely to respond “I don't cycle”. 
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3.16 Likelihood for respondents to increase physical activity levels 

 

Figure 16: Would you like to increase your physical activity levels? (N=135) 

 73% of respondents positively responded to increasing their physical activity levels.  

 15-24 year olds (100%) and 25-44 year olds (86%) year olds were more likely to respond yes to increasing 

physical activity levels 

 There appears to be a relationship between the length a responded resided in Whanganui and whether they 

were likely to increase their physical activities. It was found the shorter the length of residence in Whanganui, 

the more likely the respondent responded “yes” to increase physical activity levels (Less than six months - 

100%; Between one and two years - 87%). The longer the respondent resided, the less likely were 

comparatively respond “yes” to this question (Between two and five years – 80%; More than five years – 

72%).  

 Live with adult kids (50%), Couple without kids (28%), Live alone (17%) were more likely to respond “no” to 

increasing physical activity.  

73%

18%

8%

Yes No Don't know
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4. Concluding comments  

The findings of this research report have provided an indication of resident perceptions of travel and transport options 

as experienced in the Whanganui District.  

Results relating to the overuse of car travel are unsurprising and mirror Census 2013 trends. 

Assuming respondents’ preferred main travel methods are reflected in Figure 3, predominately the motor car, given 

79% of respondents (Figure 4) preferred their main method of travel, this gives the indication there is a need for 

behaviour change initiatives to encourage people to be more active when moving between locations. 

Convenience, time, weather, safety, and dependents came in as the main barriers to preferred travel methods. 

Weather and dependents would require unique initiatives to overcome, the former more so than the latter.  

When asked if respondents would consider walking, cycling, public transport and ride sharing at least some of the 

time, 63% said yes, demonstrating positive attitude likely conducive to active transport initiatives.  

Better facilities supportive of active transportation, safety, and seeing more people walking, cycling, and bussing are 

key factors respondents said would encourage using the car less. The last factor demonstrates the importance of 

cultural capital and the need to support programmes that normalise active transportation. 

Flexible working hours (21%) as a factor to encourage active transportation might require work places to incentivise 

active transport by supporting workers to proactively travel whilst balancing work demands.  

Public transport is key to multimode travel and supportive of more people actively traveling. The low public bus 

patronage can be partially attributed to the lack of respondent awareness of bus routes. Castlecliff and those 

respondents who identified as a “Child living with parent/siblings” were more likely to travel more frequently by bus 

and could likely reflect current circumstances than public transport accessibility.  

Respondents tend to be quite active when reading average exercise, walking, and cycling results. Figure 16 again 

demonstrates positive attitude to active transportation with 73% of respondents positively responded to increasing 

their physical activity levels. 
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5. Sample 

5.1 Gender 

 

Figure 17: Respondents’ gender 

 

5.2 Age  

 

Figure 18: Respondents’ age 

 

 

 

 

 

 

45%

53%

1%

Male Female Prefer not to answer

15%

26%

34%

24%

15-24 25-44 45-64 65+
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5.3 Location 

 

Figure 19: Respondents' location 

 

 

 

 

Aramoho (Lower 
Aramoho, Upper 

Aramoho), 6%

Blueskin Maxwell 
(Blueskin, Maxwell), 14%

Castlecliff 
(Castlecliff 

North, 
Castlecliff 

South, 
Mosston), 5%

Gonville (Balgownie, 
Tawhero, Gonville South, 

Gonville East, Gonville 
West), 13%

Hill Suburbs (Bastia Hill, 
Durie hill, St Johns Hill, 

Otamatea), 23%

Marybank (Marybank-
Gordon Park, Fordell-

Kakatahi), 11%

Other , 5%

Springvale 
(Singvale West, 
Springvale East, 
Mosston), 4%

Whanganui Central (Laird 
Park, Putiki, Whanganui 

Central, Whanganui 
Collegiate), 15%

Whanganui East 
(Williams Domain, 

Wembley Park, Kowai 
Park), 5%
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5.4 Respondent residence length  

 

Figure 20: Respondents' residence length 

 

5.5 Household status 

 

Figure 21: Respondents' household status 

 

 

2% 1%
5%

11%

81%

Less than six months Six to 12 months Between one and two
years

Between two and five
years

More than five years

2%

16%

36%

32%

2%

1%

1%

1%

9%

Other (please specify)

Live alone

Couple without kids

Couple with kids

Single parent with kids

Sharing with others

Extended family

Live with adult kids

Child living with parent/siblings
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6 Appendix 1: Factors that encourage people to use the car less, 
other comments 
• A bridge to upokongaro and designated cycle lanes preferably off road...I am nervous cycling in traffic 

• More courteous and safe drivers!!! 

• As I live 15km out of town a lot of these are impractical and it takes a lot of extra time and deliberate 

thinking to put my bike on. Some tasks I do in town collecting dog food etc from Farmlands are 

impractical on a cycle and I need to be able to access the boot space in my car which becomes 

unavailable with the bike on board 

• Less busy - more time 

• More easy to use cycle racks in the CBD  

• live 12ks from school and so school pick up would be a massive chore on a bike. 

• Not applicable 

• Better bus service. More frequent. Able to go from Aramoho to Gonville (across town) without bus 

transfer. Also i have a family and time is precious and it can be hard traveling with children as I have to 

consider sleep/food/tiredness etc Plus the amount of extra curricular activities means a lot of running 

around with them in the afternoon and need to be home in time for dinner. .  

• Clear signs, especially for shared pathways so cyclists and walkers are safe together 

• generally messages around work and community to remind and encourage me to get back to cycling 

• We already walk for exercise 

• No choices if rural 

• it is no t hard I need my hands to work for many years now roads have been built that prioritise car use. 

case in point City bridge original was good for bicycle now terrible 

• Getting the message across that cyclist have just as much right to use the road as people in motor 

vehicles/trucks.  

• dedicated cycle routes in view of ageing population 

• I am 69 and live in a rural area - I am driving everywhere. 

• A better bus service, with hourly buses all through the day, and better evening and weekend serviced 

• I live rurally so other modes of transport are not relevant 

• I live out Westmere & weather permitting I try to cycle at least three times per week (approx 50kms)  

Keeps me fit, but roads out Westmere are very narrow and speed our Francis & Tayforth Road is TOO 

HIGH 100kms DANGEROUS!! You have a primary School on that route, also main cycle track for cycle 

training. 

• Finding a means to reduce littering by antisocial means , Singapore model ?  collect & fingerprint 

bottles thrown from cars ? Prompt cleaning up of litter on our streets including broken glass . 

• Living closer to town (shops and work) 

• Access  to reliable public transport. 

• Cycling safety issues from motor vehicle drivers 

• Information to drivers about the rights of bikers, bikers how to fix courses thru CES 

• no bus in my area. Cycling on highway too dangerous 

• Public Transport in the rural sector 

• I might cycle more if I didn't have to wear a helmet 

• There is no footpath or public bus service between marybank and town. If there was, I'd use it. 

• A decent Public transport system (Like Palmerston North) 
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7 Appendix 2: Questionnaire 

Question 1: In an average week, for what reasons do you travel? (tick all that apply) 

o Shopping 

o Work 

o Going to school 

o Taking children to school or day-care 

o Transporting someone (other than school children) Personal business 

o Recreational 

o I don't usually travel 

o Other (Please specific)  

Question 2: From where you live, how long does your whole journey usually take from when you walk out the door 

at home to when you arrive at work? (NB: If you are not required or don't have a need to travel to work, please skip 

this question). 

 Walk Cycle Bus Car 
Less than 5 minutes o  o  o  o  
Between 5 and 10 
minutes 

o  o  o  o  

Between 10 and 15 
minutes 

o  o  o  o  

Between 15 minutes 
and 30 minutes 

o  o  o  o  

Between 30 and 60 
(half to one hour) 

o  o  o  o  

More than 60 
minutes 

o  o  o  o  

 

Question 3: Thinking about all the different places you travel to and from in an average week, what are the main 

modes of travel you would use to get there and back? 

Question 4: For each main form of transport, is this your preferred method? 

o Yes 

o No. What would be your preferred method? 

Question 5: Do you own, or have access to any of the following? 

o Cycle 

o Motor vehicle 

o Motorbike  

o Motor scooter  

o Scooter  

o Skateboard 
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Question 6: Are there any barriers that stop you using your preferred method? (tick all that apply) 

o Cost 

o Convenience 

o Access to mode of transport (i.e. car or cycle) 

o Lack of parking availability 

o Dependents  

o Time  

o Weather 

o Other (please specify 
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Question 7: How important are the following issues in relation to your main methods of travel during an average 

week? 

 High 
importance 

Moderate 
importance 

Neutral Low 
importance 

Not all 
important 

Don’t 
know 

The environment 
/ air quality 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Safety on road o  o  o  o  o  o  

Congestion o  o  o  o  o  o  

Safe and secure 
parking for my 
bike 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Arriving on time 
at my destination 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Your health o  o  o  o  o  o  

Car running costs o  o  o  o  o  o  

Parking 
availability for 
my car 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Parking 
availability for 
my cycle 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Weather o  o  o  o  o  o  

Juggling children, 
and other 
commitments. 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Access to public 
transport 
services 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Good facilities to 
shower, change, 
freshen up and 
store equipment. 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

The ability to get 
my exercise on 
my way to work. 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

Personal time o  o  o  o  o  o  

Cost 
 

o  o  o  o  o  o  

 

Question 8: Would you consider options such as walking, cycling, public transport or ride sharing some of the time? 

o Yes 

o No 

o Maybe 
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Question 9: Below is a list of factors that encourage some people to use the car less.  Which of these would 

encourage you? (Please select all that apply) 

o Safer streets 

o More people walking, cycling and bussing 

o Being better informed about cycling, walking and public transport routes  

o Being better informed about issues associated with pollution from cars  

o Access to a ride share 

o Flexible working hours 

o Greater opportunities to work at home 

o Better cycle and walking facilities at work (cycle parking, showers, storage and drying facilities etc)  

o Better cycle and walking facilities between your home and work (cycle paths and lanes) 

o Reserved parking for ride shares close to the office 

o Being more confident on a bike 

o Work incentives (e.g. team/organisation competitions, discounts to retailers, provision of cycles/electric 

bikes)  

o None of the above 

o Don’t know 

o Other (please specify) 

 

Question 10: Do you travel via public transport? 

o Yes - once or twice a week 

o Yes - three to four times a week 

o Yes - up to five times or more a week 

o Yes - once or twice a month 

o Yes -  once or twice every 6 months      

o Yes - once or twice every 12 months      

o No 
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Question 11: Viewing the image above, were you aware of Whanganui's bus routes? 

o Yes 

o No 

Question 12: Viewing the image above and considering the distance from your home to the nearest bus route, how 

likely would you be to use a bus to travel? 

o Very likely 

o Likely     

o Neutral     

o Unlikely 

o Very unlikely 
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Question 13: How many days per week would you usually do 30 minutes or more of moderate (or vigorous) 

intensity activity? (tick one only) *moderate intensity activity will cause a slight, but noticeable, increase breath and 

heart rate. You can still carry on a conversation. 

o Rarely or not at all 

o 1-2 days 

o 3-4 days 

o 5 or more days 

 

Question 14: In an average day, how much time do you usually spend walking? 

o Less than 5 minutes 

o Between 5 and 10 minutes 

o Between 10 and 15 minutes 

o Between 15 minutes and 30 minutes      

o Between 30 and 60 (half to one hour)      

o Between 1 and 2 hours 

o 2 hours or more 

 

 

Question 15: In an average week, how much time do you usually cycle? 

o Less than 5 minutes 

o Between 5 and 10 minutes 

o Between 10 and 15 minutes 

o Between 15 minutes and 30 minutes     

o Between 30 and 60 (half to one hour)      

o More than 60 minutes 

o Between 1 and 2 hours 

o 2 hours or more 

o I don't cycle 

 

 

Question 16: Would you like to increase your physical activity levels? 

o Yes 

o No 

o Don't know 
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Question 17: Are you? 

o Male 

o Female 

o Prefer not to answer 

 

 

Question 18: Age? 

 

o 15-19    

o 20-24      

o 25-34      

o 35-44      

o 45-54      

o 55-64      

o 65+ 

 

Question 19: Location? 

 

Question 20: How long have you resided in Whanganui? 

o Less than six months 

o Six to 12 months 

o Between one and two years      

o Between two and five years     

o More than five years 

 

Question 21: Your household? 

o Live alone 

o Couple without kids 

o Couple with kids 

o Single parent with kids 

o Sharing with others 

o Extended family 

o Live with adult kids 

o Other (please specify) 


